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Ozzywozzy Scarf 

 

Fall is here and definitely time for my own scarf. I’ve been squizing this yellow yarn for a few 

days, but as onecolored isn’t really my thing I decided to add some blue. This scarf is knit 

with twice as thick needles as the ballband suggest, making it extremely quick to knit. You 

can make it in an evening, perfect as a Christmas gift I, think. 

Material  
Yarn: Phildar Nebuleuse in the following colors: 3 balls ambre and 1 ball Paon. 

Knitting needles: 15 mm. 

Gauge: 8 sts = 10 cm. (not very important.) 

Size: 190 cm x 25 cm. 

Other stuff: Crochethook to attach the fringe with and a yarnneedle for sewing in ends. 

Start:  
Cast on 20 stitches with Ambre on knitting needles 15 mm. Knit only for the entire piece and 

knit until the end of the first ball of Ambre (finish at the end of a row). 

The ball of color Paon will be used for the fringe and two colorblocks. Before knitting I made 

the fringe, you can choose the length of your own and how much you want, but I made 9 

groups with 3 pieces of thread (each 24 cm long) on each side, that is a total of 54 pieces of 

thread, 24 cm long. When the fringes are cut I put the ball on our kitchen scales and made 

two balls from it, about the same weight. I knit up the first small ball of Paon, then the 
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second ball of Ambre, the second small ball of Paon (it’s ok if the two blocks of Paon will 

differ 1 or two rows, it won’t be noticable I think) and then the third ball of Ambre. 

Cast off and sew in all ends and attach fringe. I didn’t think the scarf needed blocking. 
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